
Project Portfolio



Internet of Things
(IoT)





Integration IoT

Fault / service warning email 

notifications (user-specified)

Remote monitoring & 

performance diagnosis

Remotely Enable/Disable 

humidifier features

bitHeads was tasked with realizing the Nortec

Online web-based application by capturing the 

data from the onboard humidifier controller 

software.

bitHeads was able to integrate the data with a 

custom web-interface to create  a two-way 

interactive communication remote monitoring 

and management platform.

Nortec Online allows the user to monitor and 

control various aspects of the humidifier 

operation. 

Nortec Online provides Nortec with the ability to 

diagnose the humidifier's performance remotely, 

ensuring quick response to customers as well 

as suggest proactive maintenance. 
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Deep App IoT Project

CRM integration

Keg NFC location tags

Consumption reports

Client purchase history

Orlando Brewing Company (OBC) required a 

mobile application that would provide their 

distribution center with real-time-keg-flow 

measurement tracking and alert notifications. 

bitHeads delivered an application that 

integrates with liquid flow sensors installed on 

the kegs at OBC client sites.

The system allows the OBC to use real-time 

analytics to determine which kegs are running 

low and re-supply their customers proactively.
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Mobile Applications





Mobile Application

Reminder Notifications

eBay search optimization

Leave Seller Feedback

Bid & Buy-Now Features
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eBay required custom application design 

services to give their users access to their 

online services via native mobile 

applications.     

bitHeads was tasked with the completion of 

the design, architecture and development of 

the eBay mobile application, including:

✓ UI/UX Design

✓ Mobile Search Optimization

✓ eBay API Integration





Push notifications & alerts

Easy Customer Survey

Simple User Interface

Improved client experience

TELUS wanted to create an easy-to-use app 

that would let their customers report network 

related issues such as dropped calls or poor 

voice quality.

bitHeads was tasked with the completion of 

the design, architecture and development of 

the mobile application, which included such 

features as:

✓ Network Coverage alerts & improvement 

Reports

✓ Customer Feedback Survey

✓ TELUS News – national and local 
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Mobile Application





Push notifications & alerts

Mobile cheque deposit

GPS location services

Improved client experience

Tangerine wanted the mobile application to 

enable clients to deposit cheques to their 

accounts simply by taking a photo with their 

smart phone or tablet. 

bitHeads was hired to design the app with a 

focus on mobile security to securely transfer 

financial information between servers.

With help from bitHeads, Tangerine was able to 

provide safe, secure and innovative banking that 

can be done in a mobile friendly way.
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Mobile Application





Push notifications & alerts

Mobile check deposit

GPS location services

Improved client experience

ING Direct wanted the mobile application to 

enable clients to deposit checks into their 

accounts simply by taking a photo with their 

smart phone or tablet. 

bitHeads was hired to design the app with a 

focus on mobile security to securely transfer 

financial information between servers.

With help from bitHeads, ING Direct was able to 

provide safe, secure and innovative banking that 

can be done in a mobile friendly way.
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Mobile Application





Push notifications & alerts

Single-link document sharing

File-level Security

Preview 100+ file types
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Box wanted to create a fast, secure and simple 

to use mobile platform, so users could be 

productive from anywhere.

bitHeads was hired to design the mobile 

application with a focus on “work done on the 

go” and was tasked with the completion of the 

design, architecture and development.

Box Mobile Awards:

✓ Featured by Apple in Best New Apps and 

Best New Business Apps

✓ Winner of PC Magazine's Editors' Choice 

Award

Mobile Application





HD photos and floor-plans

Location based search

Advanced search filtering

User rewards program

Rent.com is the number #1 rental housing 

listing site and required a customized mobile 

solution for their user-base. 

Rent.com selected bitHeads as their 

development partner to build their application for 

the major mobile platforms simultaneously. 

bitHeads was tasked with the completion of the 

design, architecture and development of the Box 

mobile application.

With help from bitHeads, Box increased their 

footprint by simultaneously entering the mobile 

marketplace on iOS, Android and Blackberry.
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Mobile Application





Integration into E*TRADE backend

Real-time mobile stock trading

Updated & improved user interface

Improved client experience
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E*TRADE has long been at the forefront of the 

digital revolution, offering easy-to-use solutions 

for individual investors.

E*TRADE partnered with bitHeads to provide a 

mobile application that would enable the first of 

its kind mobile stock trading. bitHeads had to 

design an app focused on security, scalability 

and usability. 

With help from bitHeads, E*TRADE was able to 

provide a safe, secure and innovative mobile 

application to millions of people across their 

client base in dozens of countries. 

Mobile Application





Mobile Application

Emergency assistance line and local 

emergency services

Provides operators with location 

information and contact information

Operators can direct emergency 

assistance to a specific location

Location based “Risk Notifications”

Zurich Insurance wanted to ensure their 

clients had 24/7 access to emergency 

assistance when travelling. 

bitHeads was hired to design the app with a 

focus on location information services. bitHeads

was able to take advantage of information from 

GPS, aGPS, WiFi and Cell-tower location 

sources to provide a unique solution to location-

based mobile assistance services.

With help from bitHeads, Zurich Insurance 

clients have peace-of-mind knowing they have 

powerful emergency assistance with the Nomad 

application.
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Web Applications





Product Catalogue

SAP Integration

Sizing & product selection 

wizard for custom installs

Nortec specializes in humidification technology 

and required a cloud-based desktop tool to 

empower sales employees when identifying 

client requirements.

bitHeads was tasked with creating a program 

to be intuitive for product selection and sizing 

as well as to integrate with an existing SAP 

backend.

The product catalog provided rich detail to 

consulting engineers and sales staff to easily 

determine correct options for each environment.

The development of a sizing & product 

selection wizard for custom installs improved 

usability and collaboration between Nortec staff.
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Custom Software





Subscription Billing Portal

Access Tracking System

Activate/suspend Tracking

STARS is a charitable, non-profit helicopter air 

ambulance organization that provides life-

saving transport to critically ill and injured 

patients.

bitHeads was tasked with creating a web portal 

allows subscribers to access the STARS 

tracking system. 

The portal was developed using Wordpress as 

the base framework, with additional functionality 

developed using PHP and Javascript. 
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Custom Web Portal



Desktop 
Applications





Designed for Mac OSX platform

Application-specific 

interferometer scans crime-

scene and test-fire cartridges

Custom algorithms compare 

scanned bullet data against 

possible matches based on 

striations or firing pin markings 
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Desktop Software  

ALIAS offers a quantum leap in forensic ballistics 

— a 3D imaging, correlation, visualization and 

confirmation system that delivers an exponential 

increase in cartridge and bullet data available for 

investigation.

bitHeads designed the interface in ALIAS’s three-

step imaging/correlation/confirmation protocol 

with simple operation and reduced margin for 

error in mind.

ALIAS processes interferometer data to build a 

set of 3D images that can be analyzed with 

unique visualizations including: topographically 

sensitive colorization, moveable light sources, 

and axis orientation.

Custom Software



TV Everywhere





Roku Application

Access to movies,  series 

and TV shows

Supports Ad insertion 

at the content level

“My Favorites” allows 

users to create short 

cuts to favorite content 

Synacor wished to develop a brandable Roku 

channel that provided specialized content for its 

customer base.

bitHeads developed the channel around 

integrated authentication modules to allow 

content providers to target subscribers from 

other platforms. 

The modules allow access to the same content 

from other platforms to be viewed on the Roku 

platform.
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Content Development 

UX and UI Design

Improved client experience
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TV Everywhere

Rogers entered the video streaming service 

market with Shomi - a made-in-Canada answer 

to Netflix. 

With a web portal developed, the next step was 

adding the Shomi services to unconventional 

devices. This included Playstation, Xbox, 

iPhone and Android mobile devices.

Rogers turned to bitHeads to supply the design 

and development expertise for these unique 

devices.

Feature Development



E-Textbook





eReader Desktop

PC/Mac educational software

eReader Online

Web application

eReader Mobile

Mobile application 

eReader Admin

Administrator online portal
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Kivuto wanted to address the digital distribution 

issues with eTextbooks in higher education. 

Kivuto envisioned a multi-platform e-textbook 

solution to reinvent digital distribution and 

simplify the administration eTextbooks.

bitHeads was tasked with building the 

eTextbook platform (Texidium) as defined by 

Kivuto & their partners to achieve their digital 

vision. 

The Texidium platform enables students to have 

a consistent e-Textbook experience across 

numerous devices.

Multi-Platform eTextbook



Project Rescue 





Instant Pot used an offshore development 

company to build an Android application for their 

Bluetooth pressure cooker.

After the application went live, Instant Pot 

realized that there had been a culture difference, 

unresolved bugs and general user interface 

issues.

By leveraging our experienced teams, bitHeads

was able to quickly addresses the underlying 

problems within the application and efficiently 

resolve the user experience issues.
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Project Save



Retail POS





ROSS Application

Over 15 million transactions 

per month in Canada

Over 500,000 lines of code

Deployed in over 9,500 

corporate and franchise 

outlets across Canada

Canada Post decided to overhaul its retail 

point-of-sale system and turned to bitHeads to 

supply the design and development expertise.

The Retail Outlet Support System (ROSS) 

integrates a variety of point-of-sale peripheral 

devices and securely processes millions of 

transactions on a monthly basis. 

A customizable international version (iROSS) 

was developed for Canada Post to license 

worldwide. 

Canada post remains an active client (since 

1995) and continues leveraging our expertise 

for development and maintenance assistance.
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Custom Telematics





Mulmer Services 
Mobile Application

Real time GPS tracking

Arrival reminders

Push notifications

brainCloud backend

Mulmer Services specializes in providing 

customized shuttle bus services for seniors’ 

residences and healthcare institutions.

Mulmer required a mobile application that 

would provide their clients with real-time 

tracking services and notifications. 

bitHeads was able to leverage their BaaS 

platform brainCloud to develop an integration 

with Fleet Tracker GPS hardware. 

This integration provided the framework for the 

real-time GPS tracking mobile application.
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Live Prototyping





Vehicle Data Import

Service History

Vehicle Health Scan

Dealer Location Services
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A popular Car Manufacturer wanted to test 

new features that had been proposed for a 

Service Connect application and turned to 

bitHeads to create a live prototype.

The prototype features included:

✓ Streamlined user experience

✓ Vehicle diagnostics

✓ Vehicle service history

✓ Dealer location database

✓ Manufacturer backend integration

Live Prototype



Custom Integration





Paysafe is a digital payment solutions company 

with services that include: card issuing, payment 

gateways, merchant accounts, fraud and risk 

compliance, digital wallets and mobile invoicing.

Paysafe partnered with bitHeads to integrate 

their prepaid card program, fraud detection and 

payment gateway with their existing backend 

system.

bitHeads was able to develop custom integration 

layers between their existing NETBANX 

payment gateway, NETBANX fraud detection & 

protection tools and their NETTELLER Net+ 

Card Program and eWallet Solution.
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Custom Integration


